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Abstract
An investigation was carried out with the primary objective of ascertaining whether it is possible to develop a model for
determining the feasibility of retrofitting hydropower to existing dams in South Africa. The need for such a model is
primarily due to the growing importance of small-scale hydropower projects resulting from the global shift towards renewable energy and the South African energy crisis, the increased price of energy and the introduction of feed-in tariffs for
renewables. The model is intended for engineers, typically working on behalf of a client who would like a simple first order
assessment of feasibility. It therefore takes all technical, environmental, social and financial considerations into account in
order to provide a recommendation on whether or not a project would be feasible.
Achieving the primary objective required an in-depth study of the theory and literature related to the current electricity
situation in South Africa as well as all the different components and considerations of hydropower projects. This theoretical
knowledge could then be utilised to develop a computer model which combines the most important considerations into a
cohesive whole in order to make a recommendation on feasibility. The accuracy and applicability of the model could then be
ascertained through testing, using actual case studies in South Africa. Three test cases were utilised which yielded positive
results.
A number of difficulties were encountered. These related mainly to the development of an accurate means for pricing
the different components primarily due to a lack of response from suppliers. Such issues were solved through the use of
theoretical formulas and studies which provided good results. Ultimately, a model was developed which includes financial,
environmental and social considerations and provides values that are accurate enough as an initial tool in determining
whether or not to continue with a retrofitted hydropower project.
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Introduction
The global shift towards renewable energy and the ongoing
South African energy crisis have created an environment where
small-scale hydropower projects, such as those which are retrofitted to existing dams, are both environmentally and financially
attractive. In the engineering field, as with all professions, time is
money and constant attention is therefore paid to developing easy
ways to solve complex problems as well as improving and refining the existing practices. Retrofitted hydropower, or any form of
hydropower in fact, involves many interrelated inputs and components, and conducting an initial feasibility study can therefore
be time-consuming. An investigation was carried out with the
primary objective of testing the assertion that it is possible to
develop a model to be used as an initial step in the determination
of the feasibility of a retrofitted hydropower project, hence saving time and money in the earliest stage of a project.

energy sector contributing about 15% of the GDP (SpaldingFecher et al., 2003). This has resulted in an energy-intensive
economy. Only 10 other countries worldwide are known to
have higher commercial primary energy intensity than South
Africa (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2008).
Eskom generates 95% of South Africa’s electricity with the
remaining 5% made up by a small group of private individuals
who generate electricity mainly for their own use (Department
of Minerals and Energy (DME), 2007). Eskom owns 13 coalfired power stations, a nuclear power station, two pumped storage schemes, six hydroelectric power stations, one wind farm
and four gas turbines which are only used for peak demands
(Eskom, 2011). The distribution of power is shown in Fig. 1.
With South Africa experiencing serious electricity shortages in recent years, it has become essential to step up the
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Literature review and technical background
The current energy situation
South Africa has developed over time as a country whose
economic development has been centred on energy, with the
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Figure 1
Percentage contribution to power generation in 2011
(Eskom, 2011)
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